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Subject - Verb Agreement
The subject of a sentence is the person, place, thing, or idea
that is doing or being something. You can find the subject of
a sentence if you can find the verb.
Grammar Bytes! :: The Subject
The subject in a simple English sentence such as John runs,
John is a teacher, or John was hit by a car is the person or
thing about whom the statement is made.

Subject of a Sentence | What is the Subject of a Sentence?
Can you survive the experiment? The Subject is a Sci-Fi horror
game from DarkStone Digital. Play as a prisoner sold off to a
deep-space testing facility. Navigate.

Subjects and verbs must AGREE with one another in number
(singular or plural). Thus, if a subject is singular, its verb
must also be singular; if a subject is plural.

Being able to find the right subject and verb will help you
correct errors concerning agreement and punctuation placement.
Related books: Et voilà i robot (I blu) (Italian Edition),
Midnight Train to Memphis, Your Authentic Self: Be Yourself At
Work, Emmanuel Levinas: Ethics, Justice, and the Human Beyond
Being (Studies in Philosophy), Folktales Of Europe, La torre
de la arrogancia: Políticas y mercados después de la tormenta
(Spanish Edition).

Many verbs can function The Subject helping verbs, including
is, shall, must, do, has, can, keep, get, start, help.
Shakespeare in Love won an Academy Award. NOTE We will use the
standard of underlining subjects once and verbs twice.
LinktoPostTest.Inthiscase,weusethereasthesubjecttomakethesentence
Here, both my dog and The Subject seven puppies are chewing on
the sofa, The Subject because the puppies are part of the
prepositional phrase along with her seven puppiesthe only word
that counts as the subject is dog. Or should the verb be
plural to agree with the other? Link to Exercise 1.
Asimplesentenceisdefinedasthecombinationofasubjectandapredicate,T
bright copper coin sparkled on the sidewalk.
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